In a first, the most recent
fire code editions include
requirements specific to
PV systems.
Meeting these
requirements provides
fire service personnel with
access to the roof and room
to conduct emergency fire
suppression activities.
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PLIANCE

EVOLUTION OF FIRE CODE REQUIREMENTS
The current fire code requirements for PV systems began as a
set of recommendations known as the Solar Photovoltaic Installation Guideline, which CAL FIRE—the California Department
of Forestry and Protection—developed in partnership with
“interested local fire officials, building officials and [solar]
industry representatives” (see Resources). CAL FIRE’s Office of
the State Fire Marshal initiated the development of these guidelines in August 2007 “with safety as the primary objective.”
Unlike ac electrical systems, conventional PV systems
include dc circuits that remain energized even when the
PV inverter is disconnected from the utility grid. Recognizing the unique nature of these hazards and the burgeoning
growth of PV installations, CAL FIRE determined that regulations were needed to guarantee that the design of rooftop
PV installations would facilitate fire suppression operations
and ensure firefighter safety while still meeting the needs of
the solar industry.
The final draft of the Solar Photovoltaic Installation Guideline, published in April 2008, is known informally as the CAL
FIRE Guideline. In the 2011 Solar America Board for Codes and
Standards (Solar ABCs) report, “Understanding the CAL FIRE
Solar Photovoltaic Installation Guideline,” Bill Brooks summarizes the intent and scope of the CAL FIRE recommendations:
“The purpose of the Guideline is to help firefighters identify PV
systems, protect electrical wiring and safely access roofs for
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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T

he rooftops of commercial buildings provide some of
the best locations for PV systems. Picture the roof of
a commercial building that does not require climate
control systems or HVAC equipment, such as a distribution warehouse. This expansive, relatively flat roof with few
obstructions is an ideal open space for a PV installation. However, to comply with current fire code requirements, PV system
designers still need to ensure that the layout of the array provides fire service personnel with perimeter roof access, pathways within the array and smoke ventilation opportunities.
In this article, we review the evolution of fire code
requirements related to PV systems. We then focus on those
requirements that pertain to access, pathways and smoke
ventilation for PV systems on commercial buildings and
explain the rationale behind these regulations. We also
review the process of complying with these fire code requirements and suggest useful design strategies to avoid permitting and inspection problems.

Co u r t e s y P rol og i s
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county—could convert the wording in the
Guideline into a legally enforceable code. However, the Guideline also recognizes that AHJs
have broad powers to amend the language. On
one hand, AHJs are empowered to “establish
more restrictive” provisions based on “climatic,
topographic, or geological conditions.” On the
other hand, AHJs “may approve alternative
means of compliance based on their authority.”
This provision allows individual AHJs to adapt
to and permit evolving products, designs, technologies and installation methods while still
implementing necessary safety considerations.
From guideline to code. While CAL FIRE originally wrote the Guideline as a recommendation
for local ordinances, other agencies have since
codified the design and installation practices
Perimeter access The fire codes require a clear perimeter around PV
it describes. In his Solar ABCs report, Brooks
arrays on commercial rooftops to allow fire crews to access the roof from
explains: “In May 2010, the International Code
any direction, stage equipment and maneuver around one another. This
Council (ICC) approved a revised version of the
perimeter zone is generally not well suited as a PV array location due to
Guideline for inclusion in the 2012 version of the
roof-edge wind vortices and shading from parapet walls.
International Fire Code (IFC). This elevates the
importance of the Guideline from a recommenvertical ventilation operations during fire suppression activi- dation to a legally binding code, and makes a thorough groundties. The Guideline includes guidance about clearly marking ing in the reasoning behind the Guideline even more important.”
conduit and equipment; access, pathways and ventilation;
The ICC’s International Fire Code is one of two primary fire
and the location of dc conductors in both residential and codes used in the US. The other is the Uniform Fire Code, or
commercial buildings” (see Resources).
NFPA 1, published by the National Fire Protection Association
The CAL FIRE Guideline does not have the force of law. (NFPA). Both the IFC and the NFPA 1 are revised every 3 years.
Rather, it is a “suggested means of writing a local ordinance.” The 2012 version of both fire codes includes new language
As such, the Guideline describes the process whereby an related to PV power systems (see Resources). In IFC 2012, the
individual governing body in California—such as a city or requirements for solar photovoltaic power systems appear in
Section 605.11; in the 2012 edition of NFPA 1, the requirements
for photovoltaic systems are found in Section 11.12. In both
Pathways Firefighters can use centerline axis and straightcases, these fire code requirements are based largely on the
line pathways to move across a roof, to access skylights for
CAL FIRE Guideline.
vertical ventilation or as a means of emergency egress.
Matt Paiss is a fire captain with the San Jose Fire Department in California. He points out that while the language
pertaining to PV systems in each of the fire codes is very similar, there is still a fair amount of variation across the country in terms of which code or code edition local authorities
enforce: “Each state or jurisdiction adopts the fire code of
choice according to its own procedures and updates code editions according to its own calendar. According to a database
maintained by the ICC, as of March 2014, approximately 23
states have adopted the IFC at the state level. Ten of these
states—including California—have already adopted IFC 2012,
which includes the new requirements for PV systems; seven
states are still enforcing the 2009 edition; four states have yet
to update from IFC 2006; and two states are still enforcing
the 2003 edition. Meanwhile, another 19 states have adopted
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 4 6
some edition of NFPA 1.”
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ACCESS, PATHWAYS AND SMOKE VENTILATION
The primary fire code requirements that influence array
layout on commercial rooftops are intended to provide
fire service personnel access to the roof and room to move
about in the event of an emergency. These requirements
originate in Section 2 of the CAL FIRE Guidelines and
are codified in Section 605.11.3 of IFC 2012 and Section
11.12.2.2 of the 2012 edition of NFPA 1. NFPA 1 summarizes
the general requirements as follows: “Access and spacing requirements shall be required to provide emergency
access to the roof, provide pathways to specific areas of the
roof, provide for smoke ventilation opportunities, and provide emergency egress from the roof.”
Access. In the event of a structure fire, firefighters need
to access a roof using ladders or other means. Therefore,
the fire codes require “a minimum 6-foot-wide clear perimeter around the edges” of commercial roofs larger than 250
by 250 feet. However, if either axis of the roof is 250 feet or
less, then the system designer can reduce the width of the
clear perimeter to a minimum of 4 feet.
Brooks explains the commonsense rationale for having wider access areas on larger buildings: “One [reason]
is that firefighters must carry more gear and equipment for
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AHJ exceptions According to the CAL FIRE Guideline, local
jurisdictions are empowered to reduce access, pathway or
ventilation requirements when certain criteria are met, such as
when there are “adequate ventilation opportunities beneath
[the] solar array,” as is the case with “significantly elevated or
widely spaced arrays.”

some roof operations on larger buildings. Another [reason]
is that more firefighters are generally dispatched for larger
buildings, and they require extra space to maneuver around
one another, particularly in the vicinity of access ladders.”
Pathways. Once on the roof, firefighters need to be able
to move about efficiently. Therefore, fire codes require
“centerline axis pathways” and “straight-line pathways”
from the perimeter access area to skylights, ventilation
hatches and roof standpipes. These clear pathways must
be at least 4 feet wide. Further, the codes require a 4-foot
clear area on all sides of a roof access hatch, and at least
one pathway between the access hatch and the perimeter
access area. Finally, the roof pathway areas must be structurally “capable of supporting the live load” associated
with firefighters and their equipment. (While the CAL FIRE
Guideline states that pathways must be located over structural members, the language adopted in the fire codes is
notably less specific.)
The pathway requirements allow firefighters access to
roof areas that may need inspection or that can be used to
vent smoke from the building. The pathways also allow firefighters to get off a roof quickly. Brooks elaborates: “Typically, firefighters prefer to identify multiple pathways for

egress so that if the fire cuts off one egress pathway, an alternative is available. The alternative pathways may not need to
be as big as the primary access and egress pathways.”
Smoke ventilation. Firefighters use vertical ventilation to
remove smoke from the inside of a burning building. To facilitate these operations on commercial rooftops, the fire codes
limit the physical size of the array sections to “no greater than
150 feet by 150 feet in distance in either axis.” The fire codes
require smoke ventilation opportunities between these array
sections and detail three possible design options: pathways
that are at least 8 feet wide, pathways that are 4 feet wide and
border skylights or smoke and heat vents, or pathways that
are 4 feet wide with 4-by-8-foot “venting cutouts” located
every 20 feet “on alternating sides of the pathway.” Both the
CAL FIRE Guideline and Brooks’ Solar ABCs report provide
example array layouts for each of these options.
In some types of construction, such as wood framing,
firefighters may ventilate a building by cutting holes in the
roof deck. However, this approach may be impractical with
other construction types more commonly found in commercial buildings. Brooks points out: “Although a few fire
departments may engage in vertical ventilation operations
on metal and concrete decked roofs, they are the exception
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rather than the rule.” He continues: “Some [commercial]
buildings make ample use of
skylights, which can greatly
facilitate venting opportunities during a fire. Of course,
these skylights and ventilation
hatches need to be accessible.”

Commercial Rooftop Mounting System Manufacturers
Vendor
Applied Energy Technologies (AET)
B-Line by EATON
Ecolibrium Solar
Daetwyler Clean Energy
DPW Solar
DynoRaxx
GameChange Racking
HatiCon Solar
IronRidge
Legrand
Mounting Systems
PanelClaw
Patriot Solar Group
Polar Racking
Professional Solar Products (ProSolar)
Renusol
RBI Solar
Schletter
Silverback Solar
SnapNrack
SolarDock
Solar FlexRack
Solar SpeedRack
Sollega
SOLON
SunLink
Unirac
Unistrut Energy Solutions

Headquarters
Clinton Township, Michigan
Highland, Illinois
Athens, Ohio
Huntersville, North Carolina
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Buffalo, New York
New York, New York
Ontario, California
Hayward, California
Mascoutah, Illinois
West Sacramento, California
North Andover, Massachusetts
Albion, Michigan
Toronto, Ontario
Oxnard, California
Atlanta, Georgia
Cincinnati, Ohio
Shelby, North Carolina
Santa Cruz, California
San Luis Obispo, California
Wilmington, Deleware
Youngstown, Ohio
Costa Mesa, California
San Francisco, California
Tucson, Arizona
San Rafael, California
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Itasca, Illinois

Phone
586.466.5073
877.586.8607
740.249.1877
704.659.7474
800.260.3792
866.620.2410
212.359.0205
866.489.4472
800.227.9523
800.658.4641
855.731.9996
978.688.4900
517.629.9292
416.860.6722
805.486.4700
877.847.8919
513.242.2051
888.608.0234
877.765.2759
877.732.2860
302.504.0124
888.380.8138
888.275.2249
855.725.7225
520.807.1300
415.925.9650
505.242.6411
877.336.4332

Website
aetenergy.com
cooperindustries.com
ecolibriumsolar.com
daetwylerce.com
dpwsolar.com
dynoraxx.com
gamechangeracking.com
haticonsolar.com
ironridge.com
legrand.us
usa.mounting-systems.info
panelclaw.com
patriotsolargroup.com
polarracking.com
prosolar.com
renusolamerica.com
rbisolar.com
schletter.us
silverbacksolar.com
snapnrack.com
solardock.com
solarflexrack.com
solarspeedrack.com
sollega.com
solquick.com
sunlink.com
unirac.com
unistrutenergy.com

DESIGNING FOR FIRE CODE
COMPLIANCE
In general, it is good practice
to contact the AHJ early in the
project design process. You may
need to determine which code
editions it is enforcing and its
plan-submittal requirements.
Also inquire about any special
design considerations that may
apply to your project. The latter is an especially important
discussion to have with the
AHJ, as local fire departments
may have design requirements
above and beyond those found
in the fire codes.
Paiss explains: “California
adopts the most recent edition of the IFC as the state fire
code, but this process takes a
year. The 2013 edition of the
Zep Solar
San Rafael, California
415.479.6900
zepsolar.com
California Building Standards
Zilla Rac
Lafayette, Colorado
855.670.1212
zillarac.com
Code includes IFC 2012, which
Product suppliers The table above provides contact information for a representative
AHJs are now enforcing. Howset of vendors that offer mounting systems for commercial low-slope rooftops. While the
ever, any individual AHJ in
fire code requirements generally apply regardless of the product selected, some module
California may make amendmounting configurations—such as wide-mounted mechanical assemblies—may qualify
ments to the state fire code, as
for specific exemptions at the discretion of the AHJ.
long as these do not decrease
the basic requirements. In
Surveying the roof. When designing a PV array for a commerother words, the California Fire Code only describes the
minimum standard that system designers and installers cial rooftop, the first step is to perform or obtain a high-quality
roof survey. A complete, detailed, accurate and current roof
need to meet.”
That being the case, you do not want to start on a survey is the foundation of a good rooftop PV system design
detailed system design until you have established whether and an efficient installation. The survey should be a dimensionthe AHJ has special design requirements. Accommodating ally accurate 3-D model of the roof that includes all roof aspects
unexpected requirements after the fact requires additional and locates all objects. The final survey should be formatted for
design iterations and design time, and could negatively use in CAD software.
System designers generally need to evaluate each project
impact project size, schedule, procurement and budget. Ideally, get any special requirements in writing. To the extent and make a site-specific decision about the appropriate roof
that you can eliminate opportunities for confusion or mis- survey methods. For large and complex rooftops, it may be
communication, you are less likely to have permitting or beneficial to contract a licensed surveyor, who can produce
the survey using methods and equipment C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 0
inspection problems later.
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that have a high degree of accuracy.
The surveyor might accomplish this
with a total station, a modern surveying instrument that integrates an
electronic transit with an electronic
distance meter, or with a 3-D laser
scanner. Simpler survey methods and
equipment—such as using steel tape
or a measuring wheel and drawing the
roof model—may suffice for smaller,
less complex rooftops. Satellite imagery of the structure is a poor choice for obtaining rooftop
model information, as the images may be distorted. Original
construction documents are not a good option either, as the
information may be out of date. Construction documents
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are not guaranteed to represent the
as-built condition of the structure
or account for post-construction
modifications.
Once the designer has loaded the
roof survey into a CAD software program, the next step is to define areas
where the roof can accommodate the
PV array. One effective approach is to
define the PV array exclusion areas
with boundaries and hatching. The
exclusion areas should include all
those the fire codes require, such as
access pathways and equipment offsets, as well as any additional areas
the client or building owner requires.
Perimeter exclusion areas. Perimeter exclusion areas meet the roof
access requirements in the fire codes.
The clear perimeter requirements for commercial buildings
originate in Section 2.2.1 of the CAL FIRE Guideline and are
found in Section 605.11.3.3.1 in IFC 2012 or Section 11.12.2.2.3.1
in the 2012 edition of NFPA 1. Typically, C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 2
C ou r te sy Blu e Oa k E ne r g y

Exit strategy When designing large
rooftop PV arrays, it is important
to leave room for routing PV power
circuits off the roof and to verify that
no obstructions are on the side of the
building or at ground level.

Commercial Rooftop PV Arrays

the requirements specify a 6-foot
clear perimeter.
Start to define the available roof area for the PV array
by adding the required offset
boundary around the perimeter. To route or place electrical equipment—such as cable
trays, conduit, combiner boxes or disconnects—alongside
the offset boundary, increase the width of the exclusion
area accordingly.
Generally speaking, it is not difficult to meet the roof
access requirements. Several factors encourage system
designers to set the PV array back from the roof edges. If there
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is a parapet wall, you need to set
the array back to avoid shading. In addition, roof edges are
subject to higher wind speeds,
which may make the perimeter
unsuitable for an array. (See
“Wind Load Analysis for Commercial Roof-Mounted Arrays,”
SolarPro magazine, June/July
2012.) You may also find that
roof crickets (water drainage
features) at the roof perimeter
create undulating slopes that
exceed the limits allowed by
the mounting system manufacturer. Brooks points out that
perimeter exclusion areas also
have a safety benefit: “[The] further the PV array is from the
edge of the roof, the less likely construction workers will be
exposed to the hazard of falling from the edge of the roof.”
Pathway exclusion areas. Pathway exclusion areas meet the
pathway and smoke ventilation requirements in the fire codes.
The pathway requirements on commercial roofs originate
in Section 2.2.2 of the CAL FIRE Guideline and are codified in
C ou r te sy E AT O N

Rooftop step-over If an AHJ
determines that the combined
width of cable trays or conduits
crossing fire service pathways
or access areas constitutes an
obstruction, you may need to
install a ramp, bridge or step-over,
like the EATON B-Line GRATELOCK product shown here.

US_Fnl_AD14_7.125.indd 1

Don’t miss the BOS When laying out commercial PV arrays
that will use low-profile mounting
systems, you must account for
dc aggregation system components and ensure that they do not
encroach on the access, pathway
and ventilation areas required by
the fire codes.

standpipes—also require offset
boundaries. The client or building owner may require additional
exclusion areas. For example, you
may need to provide an access
pathway to rooftop HVAC equipment and clearance around each
unit to accommodate maintenance personnel and their equipment carts. After you have
accounted for access and pathways, you can add offsets
around rooftop obstructions that could shade the PV array. As
with perimeter exclusion areas, you must keep the PV array
and BOS components out of the pathway exclusion areas.
S h a wn S c h re i n e r

Section 605.11.3.3.2 of the IFC 2012
and Section 11.12.2.2.3.2 of NFPA 1.
It is generally a good idea to
start the design by placing the
centerline pathways across both
roof axes. If obstructions prohibit
placing these pathways exactly
along the centerlines of the structure, shift these pathways to the
locations nearest the centerlines
that allow for a clear, straight
roof crossing. Once the centerline
pathways are set, place successive
pathways. Ideally, create a grid of
partitioned 150-by-150-foot roof
areas, since this is the maximum
array block size that the fire codes
allow. In practice, you may have
to adjust the pathway locations—
perhaps to account for obstructions or to provide clear,
straight access to skylights—which may reduce the dimensions of the array blocks.
Keep in mind that many of the roof features that trigger
pathway requirements—such as roof hatches, skylights and

1/30/14 4:12 PM
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Pathway width. System designers can use either 4-foot or
8-foot pathways to meet smoke ventilation requirements. The
basic design options originate in Section 2.2.3 of the CAL FIRE
Guideline, and are codified in Section 605.11.3.3.3 of the IFC
2012 and Section 11.12.2.2.3.3 of NFPA 1.
The ideal pathway width between array sections varies
by project, depending on the design of the structure, the PV
system equipment and various other factors. For instance,
when designing a PV system for a structure where many skylights or ventilation hatches are arranged in a grid, it generally works very well to use a 4-foot pathway that borders

the roof skylights and ventilation hatches. This option allows
you to reduce the width of the pathways required for smoke
ventilation purposes while meeting the requirements to
have straight-line clear pathways to skylights or ventilation
hatches. In essence, you can use a single 4-foot-wide pathway to meet two distinct fire code requirements.
While you may also use 4-foot pathways in combination
with 4-by-8-foot venting cutouts every 20 feet on alternating sides of the pathway, designers seldom use this option
since it disrupts the array layout. If the rooftop is not space
constrained or broken up by skylights, selectively using the

The Fire Service Perspective

F

N F PA F ire R e p o r t

large that it requires distinct firefighting tactics. These challenges
ire and electrical safety codes, designed to provide a
are amplified on commercial buildings with PV systems, which
safe structure for all who enter, govern the built environpresent firefighters with unique hazards compared to most other
ment. These consensus codes cover our homes, as well as
electrical systems.
our workplaces. Some safety code requirements are specifiIn September 2013, a well-publicized fire occurred at a
cally intended to protect firefighters from the hazards that PV
300,000-square-foot warehouse in Delanco, New Jersey.
systems present. After all, firefighters will inevitably respond to
The roof held more than 7,000 PV modules, organized in four
fires on buildings that have PV systems on them, regardless of
large array sections, approximately 280 by 190 feet each.
what started the fire.
While PV-initiated fires are rare, we are seeing wire damage in Reportedly, by the time the first firefighter gained roof access
to investigate the situation, the fire already involved an area of
the field on PV systems that are less than 10 years old
approximately 100 by 100 feet. Since there was 6 to 8 inches
from a variety of causes: sharp edges on mounting systems,
of Styrofoam insulation—a petroleum-based product and
broken wire ties, rodents or UV breakdown of conductor insulaa significant fuel load—under the roof
tion. Some of these older systems may
membrane, firefighters were unable to
no longer be properly grounded or may
extinguish the fire. While we may never
never have been properly grounded.
know the true cause of this incident,
Ground faults in improperly grounded
the Delanco fire chief indicated in news
PV systems may present a fire hazard,
reports that he chose to fight the fire
especially in legacy systems. Therefore,
defensively from aerial ladders, rather than
it is very important that PV systems
committing personnel to the roof, due to
be inspected and maintained as they
the presence of the PV system and a lack
age to ensure that materials and sysof roof access for vertical ventilation.
tems are performing as expected.
Firefighters access rooftops primarily
Assuming that an electrical system is
to conduct vertical ventilation operations.
properly designed, installed and comHowever, firefighters may also need roof
missioned, the most important factor
access to extinguish the fire or conduct
for its continued safe operation is prerescue operations. Once on the roof,
ventative maintenance.
firefighters can use pathways in various
Commercial buildings present
Source of the problem Until isolated
ways. They may extend a hose line along
unique challenges for the fire service,
by a qualified person, compromised dc
whose mission is to protect life and
circuits remain energized as long as the the pathway to extinguish a rooftop fire.
They may use the pathway to reach a
property. Often, more people occupy a
PV array is illuminated. Analysis of this
ventilation hatch. They may even cut a
commercial structure than a residence,
PV-initiated fire (see SolarPro magaventilation hole through the roof in the
and the structure itself has a higher
zine, February/March 2011) suggests
clear space provided by the pathway.
value. Commercial structures may conthat an undetected ground fault set the
Occasionally, when a fire is active in a
tain large amounts of flammable, toxic
stage for an uncontrolled series arcing
commercial structure, firefighters cut a
or other high-hazard materials. In some
fault, which started fires at two loca“trench” ahead of the fire as a defensive
cases, a commercial building is so
tions on the roof of a big-box store.
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8-foot pathway option may offer benefits. While wide pathways take up more roof area, they can also accommodate
more foot traffic or larger equipment. This can be valuable
to facilities personnel and maintenance technicians as well
as the fire service.
Design flexibility. When laying out pathways and determining pathway width, account for raceways, cable trays and
other BOS components, like dc combiners, that are often
located along these routes. You will likely not incorporate
these components into your plan set until after the array

tactic, which involves cutting a 2- or 3-foot-wide hole in the roof
that extends from wall to wall across the width of the building.
This tactic may be effective, for example, on a strip mall structure. The trench cut allows the hottest gases and the fire to exit
the roof vertically, which limits the horizontal spread of the heat
and fire to adjoining structures.
One of the fire service’s most important concerns during or
after an emergency is limiting power to a safe level. The 2014
edition of the National Electrical Code added new requirements
in Section 690.12 related to the rapid shutdown of PV systems
in buildings. These requirements mitigate the potential for shock
hazard during an emergency—but only outside the array area.
Since the PV array itself remains at open-circuit voltage, the fire
service would prefer that the generator has the ability to shut
down to touch-safe levels—less than 30 Vdc—in an emergency,
as this provides the highest level of safety for persons and property. After a fire, the building must be overhauled to ensure that
the fire does not rekindle and threaten additional structures or
property. When an electrical system is left in an energized and
possibly damaged state, it places a responsibility on the incident
commander to mitigate the hazard prior to releasing the building
to the owner.
This points to another concern of fire incident commanders:
whom to call if a fire damages a PV system. Typically, the utility
company responds by cutting the service drop during or after a
fire. However, PV equipment is on the owner’s side of the meter
and can remain energized. This is potentially hazardous, especially
if the PV system has sustained damage and the inverter may be
offline without safety-monitoring abilities. System integrators can
greatly assist the fire service by placing a label on the main service
panel with emergency contact information, including an afterhours support number. Otherwise, the fire service could require
the facility owner to contract a private security firm, at the owner’s
expense, to secure the area until a qualified person arrives on-site
and controls the PV power circuits, which is an unappealing scenario for all involved.
—Matt Paiss, San Jose Fire Department fire captain
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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tray to do so. If you padded the width of the pathways, then
you are free to make this change. Conversely, if you size the
pathways at the minimum width required to meet the fire
code, it will be difficult for you or the installer to adjust the
system design later.

Elevated mounting system One benefit of mounting
modules on elevated racks is that it leaves room underneath the array to accommodate BOS components such as
raceways and dc combiners.

layout is complete. With some foresight, you can reduce the
number of design iterations and minimize design time by
including space for this equipment in your preliminary array
exclusion areas.
Whatever the minimum pathway dimensions are according
to the fire code, keep this width clear of equipment or obstructions. If you plan on locating electrical equipment alongside
these pathways, then make the pathways wider to maintain fire
code compliance. Even if you do not yet know the exact sourcecircuit combiner model and dimensions, you can still carve out
potential locations for dc combiners and provide allowances
for conductor routing. It is also helpful to consider how and
where conductors will exit the rooftop, travel down and connect to equipment located at ground level, such as inverters or
panelboards. Especially on large systems, routing conductors
off the roof can become a significant design consideration. You
may have several large raceways meeting near the roof exit
point, in which case you need additional space between the
array and the roof edge or parapet.
If there is enough space on the roof, you may want to
incorporate extra width—perhaps 12 or 16 inches—into pathway exclusion areas to accommodate unanticipated design
changes. For example, imagine that you estimate the need
for a 5-foot pathway to accommodate a 1-foot cable tray and
provide 4 feet of clearance for firefighters. If you can provide
additional space as a buffer, then you have some flexibility
to adapt the system design. Perhaps you decide later to use
larger source-circuit combiner boxes and need a 2-foot cable
56
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DESIGN STRATEGIES
Once you have a general idea of how to partition the roof
area into array sections, you need to develop a detailed system design that is both product and application specific. The
mechanical dimensions of the PV module and the mounting
system will heavily influence the roof layout. However, you
also need to account for electrical design requirements. You
must select appropriate inverters and identify where these
will be located before you can account for the BOS components required between the PV array and the inverters. All of
this equipment has implications for rooftop design.
Schematic design. Before producing a detailed system
design, select your mounting system, PV module and inverter
model(s). You will then use the module and inverter specifications to determine the number of PV modules per source circuit. (See “Array Voltage Considerations,” SolarPro magazine,
October/November 2010.) Depending on the product, PV
source-circuit size may have a significant impact on how the
mounting system or racking is configured and laid out.
Some mounting system manufacturers produce PV array
layouts in CAD format as a free service to customers. If this
service is available, it is generally worth using. It not only
saves design time, but should also provide an array layout
with good dimensional accuracy. For best results, provide
the vendor with a roof model that includes all of the required
access pathways and equipment offsets, and that accounts
for the maximum dimensions per array section. Clearly
defining these boundaries in your model is not only useful
during the design process for maintaining code compliance,
but will also assist the reviewing agency during the plan
check process.
Selecting the mounting system. The mounting system itself
has an impact on system design and installation. On one
hand, some low-profile rooftop mounting systems sit close
to the roof surface, which generally means that you must
locate BOS components adjacent to the mounting structure. On the other, some mounting systems are elevated
with some distance between the rack-mounted PV modules
and the roof surface, which may allow you to route wires or
install combiner boxes beneath the array. The height of the
mounting system also impacts module shading and influences row-to-row spacing.
Sectioning the array. The ultimate design of the system
may benefit if you consider module quantity per array section while defining the array layout. To the extent that array
sections consist of some multiple of the C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 8
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number of modules per source circuit, you can eliminate the
need for installing conduit and jumper wire between array
sections to connect partial source circuits. This will not only
reduce installation costs—both time and materials—but will
also eliminate trip hazards associated with routing conduit
across pathways.
Be aware that this design approach is not suitable for all
projects; you should use it selectively based on an analysis
of the project goals. For instance, the approach is not desirable if you are trying to maximize the PV generating capacity
on a given roof. In that case, you would want to maximize the
number of modules per array section rather than round down
to the nearest multiple of the source circuit size.
Conductor material. Cost considerations often govern the
selection of conductor material, but it can ultimately impact
the rooftop design as a whole. If you use aluminum conductors to reduce wire costs, you face an associated trade-off in
terms of increased wire size. Increasing the wire size affects
the size of your raceways or cable trays and may ultimately
impact the width of access pathways.
For example, imagine a scenario where you have PV output conductors from several dc combiners routed in a cable
tray. If you specify copper conductors, you can use a 2-foot
cable tray. However, if you specify aluminum conductors, you
need a 3-foot cable tray, which will require a wider pathway.
This is a good example of the balancing act between costs
and design impacts that takes place when you optimize PV
system designs. (See “PV Array Electrical Aggregation Strategies,” SolarPro magazine, April/May 2012.)
Wiring methods. A primary design consideration is
whether to use raceways, cable trays or some combination
of the two. The size of the system, the length of the wire runs,
and the quantity and size of the conductors largely influence
the decision.
One of the advantages of using cable tray rather than raceways is that installers can simply lay conductors into the cable
tray, rather than having to pull conductors through conduit
over long distances. Wire runs of a significant distance require
expansion hardware, but you can eliminate the need for pull
boxes by using cable tray. A downside to using cable tray is
that it can get quite wide and may encroach on or obstruct
exclusion areas that fire codes require. You may need to install
ramps, bridges or step-over systems at cable tray crossings to
mitigate this issue.
In situations with relatively few conductors, you may
find that conduit is optimal, perhaps because it requires less
space. Just be aware that long conduit runs may require pull
boxes and expansion fittings. In the right situation, a combination of cable tray and conduit may prove optimal, with the
cable tray serving as the main trunk and conduits branching
off to individual combiner boxes.
Adapting the design. During construction, issues may
arise in the field that require some deviation from the plans.
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When these situations come up, installers should document
the issue and the proposed change and submit this information to the system engineer for review. While this process
may conflict with field operations or schedules, the system
engineer must verify the code compliance of any deviation
from the certified plan set and consider other design implications. Once the review is complete, the system engineer
should document the recommended and permissible solutions, and submit these options to the installer along with
any applicable drawing revisions.
For instance, consider a combiner box that you need to
relocate into an access pathway. The system engineer must
evaluate the new placement for fire code compliance, as well
as consider the impact on circuit length, routing and voltage
drop. The same process might apply if the installer discovers
roof obstructions that did not appear on the roof survey and
needs to relocate some of the PV modules. Ultimately, you
need to submit to the AHJ any alteration that conflicts with
the fire code, and the change may require a variance from the
fire department.
MINIMIZING FIRE HAZARDS
The access, pathway and ventilation requirements that we
have discussed are intended to ensure that firefighters can
safely move about a commercial roof in the event of an emergency. The fire service is also rightfully concerned about
shock hazards associated with rooftop PV systems. Many of
the National Electrical Code requirements related to marking and labeling PV systems, routing and locating PV source
and output circuits on or inside a building, rapid shutdown
of PV systems on buildings and so forth aim to mitigate these
hazards. If firefighters know that a PV system is present on a
building and can identify the associated equipment, then they
are less likely to inadvertently come into contact with energized circuits or system components. The NEC also includes
important and evolving provisions, such as ground-fault and
dc arc-fault circuit-protection requirements, designed to minimize the likelihood of a PV-initiated fire.
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